Kakemono, in this Tokonotna. One fine piece of sculpture too, or some
abstract form in fine material on a polished lacquer surface, is allowed be-
low that. The three arts are thus hrought together by agreeable contrast
so that we may see and admire the individual taste of the owner of the
house. Never is the trinity without true cultural reference to some poetic
significance of the day, occasion or season. Literature, too, would be near
by, represented by some poet's profound saying in fine writing framed and
hung—usually on the ranma—above the interior shoji, or sliding paper
screens. All these things, however fine, mind you, must be appropriate.
And they must be in season or they are not appropriate. They must take
the rank of the masterpiece, though, in whatever art.
Truly cultivated people, the Japanese lavish loving care on their beau-
tiful things. To them beautiful things are religious things and their care is
a great privilege,
All is in their houses designed for kneeling on soft mats? Of course it is.
But the same significant integrity or integrity made significant would
work out just as well on one's feet—for us—as it worked for them on their
knees. I am trying to work it out for us as I would like to help them do for
themselves.
We of the West couldn't live in Japanese houses and we shouldn't.
But we could live in houses disciplined by an ideal at least as high and fine
as this one of theirs—if we went about it for a half century or so. I am sure
the West needs this source of inspiration. For once, it can't very well copy.
The ethnic eccentricity is too great. The West can copy nearly everything
easier than it can copy the Japanese house or Japanese things for domestic
uses.
Isn't real barbarism mostly ignorance of principle? Isn't barbarism
merely trusting to instinct? Which is just what all our taste does or is with
us. Instincts such as ours of the West, demoralized by opulence, are none
the less barbaric because they have intellect they don't use, or a past cul-
ture they sentimentally abuse. Such demoralization is more dangerous
and offensive to life, I should say.
On tortured knees I have tried to learn some of these lessons from th
Japanese. I have painfully participated in this 'idealized' making of a cup
of tea following a Japanese formal dinner, trying to get at some of these
secrets if secrets they are. I confess that I have been eventually bored to
extinction by the repetition of it all and soon I would avoid the ordeal
when I could see an invitation coming. And I freely admit, such discipline
is not for us. It is far too severe. Yes, far too severe! We are not yet civil-
ized enough to go that far in idealizing anything in life, not to mention
our environment. Or be capable of making our living into ceremoiual
of any kind except occasionally: for the moment. Our joys and sorrows
come and go otherwise. Our recreations mainly—different. And I always
become painfully aware of our crudity in the more cultured Japanese
environment. Their thumbs fold inward naturally as ours stick up and out.
Their legs quietly fold beneath them where ours must stick out and
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